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The purpose of this study was to determine if one particular 
lesson design is more-effective in teaching vocabulary words and 
definitions to second grade students. 
Eight separate paired two sample 1 tests were used to investigate 
the research questions presented in this study: ( 1 )  Is there a 
statistically significant difference between the mean post-test scores 
of the students who were taught vocabulary words and definitions 
using the Hunter lesson design, and students who were taught 
vocabulary definitions using the multiple intelligence model, created 
by David Lazeer? (2) Which lesson design will produce greater 
student success for retention of the already learned vocabulary words? 
The subjects in this study were 1 7  second grade students in 
Western New York state. The students were split into two 
heterogeneously mixed groups. During the study both groups A and 
B were taught new vocabulary words and definitions in an effort to 
enhance pre-reading skills prior to starting a new story in the second 
grade reading program. 
Both groups A and B were taught the same vocabulary words 
and definitions simultaneously by one of their second grade team 
teachers. Group A was taught the first three lessons with the multiple 
intelligence model. Group B was taught the first three units of study 
with the Hunter lesson design. After each lesson both groups' 
abilities were measured by the exact same matching test, which was 
designed for this study. Both groups were then given a cumulative 
vocabulary test to measure the retention of the words. At this point, 
both groups switched lesson designs during the final three units of 
study. Group A was taught with the Hunter model, while group B 
was taught with the multiple intelligence model. Again the students 
were tested with the exact same matching tests, then were tested for 
retention of the vocabulary words and definitions from the final three 
units of study. 
ABSTRACT 
The tests found no significant statistical differences in any of the 
research questions. Students taught with the multiple intelligence 
model had a higher mean score when compared to students taught 
with the Hunter model. Students taught with the multiple intelligence 
model also had a higher mean score than the Hunter model,. when 
testing. for �e{ retention of the new vocabulary words and definitions. 
Each approach was ,equally effective. 
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Chapter 1 
Statement of the Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to compare two lesson design 
models to determine if one is a more successful approach to the 
teaching of vocabulary words and definitions in second grade. 
The study sou�t to answer the following question&: Is there a 
statistically signifi9ant difference between the mean posttest scores of 
students who were taught vocal}ulary definitions using the Hunter 
lesson design, and students who were taught using the Multiple 
Intelligence lesson design, .created by David Lazeer? Under which 
lesson design will more second grade students better retain the new 
definitions learned? 
The main goal of a teacher is. to try to help his or her students 
ac�ieve success. All students have very pixerse interests and abilities, 
and do not learn the same way. Educators need to work with a lesson 
design that best suits the style of the teacher, while also helping the 
students become successful learners. Teachers need to work with a 
lesson design that best meets the needs of the students. 
Toqay many teachers are constantly searching for a more 
effective teaching approach that can meet individual students' needs 
in diverse classroom settings. In fact, examining how we teach, 
measure, and assess student ability is an important theme in current 
educational literature (Lee, 1 994 ) . As teachers we need to take a 
close look at the wide range of academic abilities and character traits 
within each child. Schools must insist on fair treatment of all 
students, by assessing and reporting their entire range of human 
abilities (Lee, 1994 ) . · An interview with Howard Gardner revealed 
1 
Purpose of the Study 
Rationale for the Stuqy 
the pertinent role a teacher has in a child's education: "When a child 
I 
does not learn, it is premature to blame the child, because , more often 
than not, the failure lies with the educator. When we educate better, 
and in ·a more personalized way, then children will learn better'' 
(Seigel & Schaughnessy, 1994, p.564).  
This study was designed to determine if teaching vocabulary 
words and definitions using the Multiple Intelligence model will 
result' in a more positive mean fest score than the Hunter model, or 
visa· versa. These 'models are based on very different philosophies of 
learning, but both are considered liighly effective. As a teacher I 
want to know which design will help my students find the most 
success. 
For the p'urpose of this study it was necessary to define several terms. 
The Seven Multiple Intelligences, (as·defined by Lazeer, 1991), are: 
1. Verbal Linguistic Intelligence- is responsible for the production 
of language , poetry, humor, story telling, grammar, metaphors, 
similes, abstract reasoning, symbolic thinking, conceptual patterning, 
reading and writing. This intelligence can be seen in poets, 
comedians, and public speakers. 
2. Logical Mathematical Intelligence- is most often associated with 
what we call "scientific thinking" or inductive reasoning. This 
intelligence involves recognizing patterns with abstract symbols. This 
intelligence can be seen in scientists, accountants, lawyers and 
bankers. 
�. Visual Spatial Intelligence- deal's with such things as visual arts, 
map-making, architecture and games such as chess. The key sensory 
base of this intelligence is sight, but also the ability to form mental 
2 
Definition of Terms 
images and pic�re& in the mind. This intelligence can be seen in 
architects, graphic artists, and cartographers. 
4. Body Kinesthetic Intelligence- the ability to use the body to 
express emotion, to play ga�es, and to create a new product or 
invention. This intelligence can be seen in actors, athletes, mimes, 
dancers, and inventors. 
5 .  Musical Rhythmic Intelligf?nce- inyolves the ability to recognize 
the use of rhythmic and tonal patterns, and sensitivity to the 
environment, the human voice and musical instruments. This 
intelligence can be se,en in rock groups, music teachers, advertising 
people, anq composers. 
6. 
I 
Interpersonal Intelligence- involyes the ability to work well with 
others in a group, as well as the ability to communicate, verbally and 
non-verbally, with other people. This intelligence is seen in 
counselors, teachers,. therapists, and politicians. 
7. Intra personal Intelligence- involves knowledge of internal 
aspt;cts of the self, such as knowledge of feelings, the range of 
emotional responses, thinking response�,. and self-reflection. This 
intelligence can be seen in philosophers and psychiatrists. 
The parts of the multiple intelligence Lesson design, (as 
described by Lazeer, 1991 ), are: 
Step 1, Aw�kening the intelligence- You activate the brain� and tum 
on the senses. 
Step 2, Amplify the intelligence- This is where you exercise and 
strengthen the awaken�d capapities. 
3 
Step 3,·Teach with the intelligence- This stage involves teaching 
the "meat" of the material that must be learned by involving the 
intelligences. 
Step 4, Transfer Intelligence- The goal for this stage is for 
intelligence to become a regular part of our cognitive, affective, and 
sensory lives. 
The parts of the Hunter less9n design, (as described by Berg & 
Clough, 1991), are: 
Anticipatory Set- T*es place at the beginning of class, an activity 
or statement that focuses student attention. 
Purpose- Sharing with the students what they will learn as well as 
why it is relevant. 
Objective- A time when the teacher informs the students what they 
will be able to accomplish by the end of instruction. 
Input- A time when the teacher provides information that is needed 
by the student to perform a skill or complete a process. 
Modeling- When the students see an example of an acceptable 
product or process. 
Checking for Understanding- When the teacher checks for students 
possession of essential information and skills necessary to achieve the 
instructional objective. 
Guided practice- Students first attempts at learning are guided by 
the teacher, so that student work is accurate and successful. 
4 
Closure- The students sum up what they have learned. They 
internalize information, by proving that they have met the objective. 
It is important to understand that the findings of this study are 
only applicable to the second grade classroom in which it took place. 
The engagement levels are unique to the seventeen students who took 
part in this study, and could easily have differed with changes in 
design or procedure. Many .factors including home life, illness, and 
state of mind impact a child's  ability to learn every day. 
5 
Limitations ofthe study 
Chapter II 
The Pl!rpose of this study was to compare two lesson de�ign 
models to det�rmine if one is a more ,successful approach to the 
teaching of vo<;fibulary words and definitions in second grade. 
All teacl}ers strive to meet the individual needs of their students, 
but this is no easy task. All students have diverse needs, are at 
different academic levels, and have individual ways of learning. 
Accordiq.g to Howard Gardner, there are seven multiple intelligences, 
or ways of mowing, which ail people possess. 
"Ail normal human beings have all of these intelligences: verbal 
linguistic, logical mathematical, visual spatial,·bodily kinesthetic, 
interpersonal, intrapersonal, and musical rhythmic, but for genetic 
and environmental reasons, individuals differ remarkably among 
themselves in the particular profiles of intelligences that they 
happen to exhibit at any given moment of their lives" 
(Gardner, 1993, p.71). 
For too long our schools have soley focused on the verbal 
linguistic, and logical mathematical intelligences. 
Our curtent educational system does not provide a justified 
amount of instructional support for the students who are successful 
artists, inventors, and athletes, since so much time is narrowly focused 
on only two of the seven intelligences. Thomas Armstrong argues 
(1988) that the abUities of many children, including learning disabled, 
are never displayed because schools don't provide the opportunity 
' 
within the curriculum. We can easily solve this problem by meeting 
6 
Purpose 
Review of the Literature 
The Need for the Multiple Intelligence Model 
the needs of the "whole" student while teaching air of the multiple 
intelligences. 
Learning through the many diverse intelligences offers reluctant 
learners a chance to ptove and demonstrate that they have the ability 
to "possess sophisticated knowledge that goes beyond their skills of 
reading and writing" (Samples, 1992). Students who are not strong in 
the area of problem solving, or the WJjtteh spoken word, (which so 
much success in the classroom is based on), may consider themselves 
"dumb" if they repeatedly perform inadequately in our school systems 
(Samples, 1992). Thus, these other ways of knowing are pertinent to 
the mental well-being of all students (Samples, 1991). 
Teaching using the multiple intelligences has the potential to 
drflstically. r�volutioni?te the ways in which we think about school and 
education (Blyth.& Gardner, 1990). Within each child is a special 
area of giftedness which needs to be identified and allowed to flourish 
by a teacher (Hoerr, 1992). When teachers approach &\lbject matter in 
differt(nt ways, (involving all of the st:ven intelligences), each student 
will be exposed to numerous ways of learning, understanding, and 
retaining academic information (Campbell, 1991). 
Some students may not even be aware that they are gifted in a 
particular area, simply because they have not been exposed to all of 
the intelligences which they possess. Once an educator knows where 
a student's giftedness lies, the teacher can heavily rely on that 
intelligence to train a weaker intelligence. According to David 
Lazeer, (.1991) "Much of one's full potential is in a state of latency 
due to disuse, but it can be strengthened and trained (p. 91). Students 
also develop a better understanding of themselves as they learn where 
their strengths and weaknesses are. When they find their strongest 
area of intelligence, they will become more self-confident individuals 
(Campbell, 1992). 
7 
According to· Howard Gardner ( 1990 ), teaching using the 
multiple intelligence theory offers alternatives to our current 
educational system in several areas. First, we are now addressing the 
entire range of abilities of each student, we are broadening that 
narrow focus which limited student learning. 
Hands-on practice with procedures, materials and problems 
are crucial to achieving deep knowledge within aU of the intelligences. 
The multiple intelligence theory challenges the r�liability of the standard 
machine scored multiple choice assessments,'(which by their very nature 
amplify students knowledge through linguistic, mathematical intelligences)" 
(Gardner, 1990, p.35). 
)'he multiple intelligence theory erpphasizes tqe highly 
individualized ways in 'Vhich each person in the 9l�sroom learns 
(Blythe & Gardner, 1990). Finally the multiple intelligence theory 
enables a teacher to fi�d a s stro��est intelli,ge�ce, which 
allows the student to survive outside the school setting. 
t 
Howard Gardner feels that teaching using the multiple 
intelligences can only positively impa�t the lives of �ach student. 
Our current educational system needs to stop pretending that all individuals 
have, (or ought to have), the same minds, we should instead try to ensure that 
everyone receive an education that maximizes hi� or her own intellectual power" 
(Gardner, 1993, p.71). 
· 
Teaching using the multiple intelligence theory has many 
positive effects on the entire scope of our educational system. 
According to Howard Gardner ( 1 993 ), teaching using his theory has 
' 
proven to be very effective because parents and teachers start to see 
the full potential and achievement in a child. 
Many educators who 'teach using the full 'range of intelligences 
have reported not only academic improvement but behavioral 
8 
student' 
and 'flourish 
Effects of the Multiple Intelligence Theory 
improyement. The students were able to transform disruptive energy 
intQ creative energy in the classroom (Samples, 1992; Campbell, 
1992; Griss, 1994 ). The academic improvement which occurs while 
teaching using the multiple intelligence theory can Qe measur��d both 
throu&}t classroom tes�ing anc\ stap.dardi�ed testing as well (Campbell, 
1992). Studies have shown improvement in achievement occurred in 
the areas of retention and. pomprehension (Campbell, 1992; Griss, 
1994). A specific example of this is, "Interpreting a concept through 
physical means helps children grasp, internalize and maintain abstract 
infonuation" 
(Griss, 1994, p.79). 
Teachers may discover that their students,, who may be at very 
diverse levels, will develop a highly comple:x understanding.of a new 
concept if taught using the multiple intellig�nce theory (Sampl,es, 
199�). ThQ�e very .high ,C).chie.ving students also benefit from the 
seven ways or' knowing by becoming more "flexible and diverse" in 
their thinkin� (Samples, 1992). 
l I 
The most positive effect of teaching using the mul�iple 
intelligence theory is that every stud�nt has the 9ppo�ity to find 
success in at lea�t one area of intelligence, (usually students find 
success in thr�e or four areas), (Campbell, 1994). It is important for 
students to feel successful and have a brief moment to "shine" on a 
regular basis throughout the school day. This in itself builds 
motivation and self-esteem. Teaching to the whole student allows this 
to happen more frequently. 
Parents who have become aware of the seven multiple 
intelligences acquire an "increased respect for the child's abilities, 
now that they hold the standard of intelligence" (Ellison, 1992, p. 70). 
The child who is gifted at drawing is now respected for showing a 
strength in the visual spatial intelligence. The intelligence label helps 
9 
validate the importance ot the skill which a child is talented in 
performing (Ellison, 1992). 
Teaching using the multiple intelligence theory has positive 
effects on teach�rs who take the time to learn how to implement the 
theory successfully. Effective teachers are life long learners who are 
forever looking for more diverse, creative, multi-modal ways of 
teaching (Hoerr, 1992; Campbell, 1992). Using the multiple 
intelligence design will allow for growth, creativity, and diversity in a 
teacher. 
· 
One school that applies the seven multiple intelligences feels 
that by implementing this theory ail teachers have benefited as 
learners. The teachers themselves stated, "We also reaffirmed our 
belief that each child has special talents and it is our job to identify 
and cultivate them (Hoerr, 1992, p. 72). 
We need more teachers to broaden their scope of teaching and 
consider using the multiple intelligence theory because according to 
Howard Gardner it is capable of bringing very positive changes to our 
world of education. "The multiple intelligence theory constitutes 
precisely the kind of flexible but powerful �ntry point for the changes 
that all agree are needed in our American educational system" 
(Gardner, 1993, p.582). 
10 
Madeline Hunter, the creator of the Hunter lesson desjgn, found 
it necessary to create a model for teachers that is a "teacher decision 
-making model" (Goldb,erg, 1990). Hunter explained during an 
interview, "all the 5,000 decisions a teacher makes every day fall 
neatly into three categories: what are you going to teach (content 
category), what the stu,dents are going to do to learn, and let you 
know they have learned it (learning behavior category), and what you, 
as a teacher , win·do to facilitate and escalate that learning (teaching 
behavior category)" (Goldberg, 1990, p.4 1). 
After Madeline Hunter became a school psychologist she found 
that a lot of teachers were not aware of the "cause-effect 
refationsliips" between te�chiilg arid learning. Becaus� of this 
finding, Hunter began working with teachers to "translate 
psychologica� theory into language a teacher could understand" 
(Goldberg, 1009, p.4 1). 
Hunter's goal became a quest to take theory and translate it for 
classroom t�achers through the use of her lesson design (Goldberg, 
1990). Hunter's design is a necessity because it allows Y.OU to be 
aware of what is coming ·next, and how to be prepared f�r it. 
"Teaching is an action performance behavior like music, dancing, 
athletics and surgery. You have to automate many behaviors so you 
can· perform them artistically at high speed" (Goldberg, 1990, p.42). 
According to Robert Slavin, Hunter's lesson design is important 
because it is common sense translations of well founded instructional 
theory put forth into practical terms" (Hazi, 1988, p.670). In a study 
conducted at the University of Pennsylvania, (Garman & Hazi, 1988), 
200 teachers, who taught using the Hunter model, were interviewed. 
1 1  
The Need for the Madeline Hunter L~son Design 
They noted that: 
"Teache� have a cpmmon language to talk about teaching. Teaching 
is now s�en as scientific instead of a craft. This design heightens a teachers 
sense 6f professionalism. It creates a inuch needed standardization for 
teachers. Teachers will know what behaviors will be expected of themselves 
and can perform accord\ngly. l;"he model provides a much needed 
framework for teaching" (p.670). 
Hunter describes her model as "being applicable to any mode or 
style ofteac.hing, to any learner, and for any objective" (Hunter, 1989, 
p.l6). She goes on to explain that the parts of the desi� are not steps 
to follow in a les�on, but rather elements to be considered in planning 
a teacher-learning episode (Hunter, 1989). The mission behind the· 
Hunter model is to allow a teacher the artistic freedom to design and 
teach extraordinary lessons which can be very unique while also 
having "similar principles" as a framework to follow (Hunter, 1989). 
According to an inservice program which focuses ·on teacher 
effectiveness, (Batesky, 1987), the Hunter model is necessary because 
it tells the teacher what to contemplate before teaching and after 
teaching. The seven steps of this model can be used in very diverse 
setting�, with a variety of teaching styles and with all age groups. the 
combinations and possibilities are endless (Betesky, 1989). 
It is up to the individual teacher's disgression to make the 
Hunter design fit the personal needs of the students in his or her 
classroom. In Hunter's words, (1989, p.l8), "You are a professional 
if you are making decisions which combine the sc.ience of human 
learning with your own teaching style to design and artistically 
implement effective lessons." 
12 
lh the field if education the Hunter lesson design is very widely 
implemented and accepted in the classroom. According to Hunter, 
(1989), if you use·her design, and have the proper training, you will 
find academic improvement in your students. Growth will occur ip. 
the. area of retention, an increased rate and quantity of newly learned 
concepts will develop; and students will increase their use of higher 
level thinking skills, while remaining on task (B.etesky, 1987, Hunter, 
1990, Lindauer, 1990, Sousa, 1990). When teachers take the time to 
consciously consider all steps in the Hunter model, both the teacher 
and the student will benefit by "increasing the probability of learning" 
(Batesky, 1989:p.9<l). 
In the past years there have been studies which closely 
examined the effectiveness of teaching using the Hunter lesson 
design. One research project called the Napa Study (Stallings, 
Krasavage, ·t986)'was implemented in hopes to improve teaching and 
increase students' academic achievement in reading and mathematics. 
According to Hunter, (1986), during the three years of the study 
researchers reported significant gains while using the Hunter model. 
Researchers indicate: 
During th� fir&t year of research then� were .significant gains in 
implementation of the model, students engaged rat�s and achievement in 
reading. There was a significant gain in �athematics achie':'ement the first 
year, but not the second. -At the end of the third year a decrease was found 
in the implementation scores, engaged rates and achievem�nt" 
(Stallings & Krasavage, 1986� Donovan, Sousa & Walberg, 1992) p.l17. 
Another study called the South Carolina Program for Effective 
Teaching (Mandeville & Rivers, 1989) also tested the effectiveness of 
the Hunter lesson design. Research concluded that: "A Hunter based 
program provided a common framework for improving instruction­
but has failed to improve student achievement" (p. 63 ). Other 
13 
The Effects of the Hunter Lesson Design 
researchers suggest that there is very little evidence that the Hunter 
lesson d�sign.can improve student success (Slavin, 1987, Gibboney, 
1987, Mandeville & Rivers, 1989). 
The West Orange Project (Donovan, Sousa, Walberg, 1992) 
found more positive result� and proved that the Hunter lesson design 
allowed .for achievement in mathematics and reading. "The Hunter 
method was successfully implemented by the teachers and student 
achievement increased during the period of implementation" 
(Donovan, &ousa, Wa,lberg, 1992, p. 165). 
From the past research it is obvious that the effectiveness of the 
Hunter lesson des.ign is a very controversial issue (Brandt, 1988, 
Hunter, 1988, Berg & Clough, 1991)'. Many educators stand by 
Slavin's,opinioQ. th(;lt "the results of the Nap.a, West Orange and South 
Carolina evaluat�ons offer little hope th�t the Hunter approach will 
produc� any academic improvement" (Berg & Clough, 199 1, p.84). 
While other researchers feel..that, some of the concluding evidence in 
the studies testing the Hunter lesson �esign, "m�y be a comment on 
inservice education rather than the Hunter model, so that many 
educators have taken the model to task for being inflexible and 
limiting. The training to effectiyely implement the Hunter lesson 
design should take at least two years" (Goldberg, 1990, p.43). 
"Some educators feel that a great amount of time and energy is 
being spent on this single teaching design, at a time when there is a 
need to understand the diverse needs of students and the eclectic 
richness of goqd teaching practice" (Garman, Hazi 1988, p.672). 
Others feel that this overwhelming acceptance of Hunter's lesson 
design may be limiting the instructional options which are available to 
teachers (Slavin, 1987). 
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Madeline Hunter's response to the negative criticism concerning 
her design are: 
Educational excellence does not stem from the quick fix of 
merely helping teachers learn about effective, professional behaviors. 
Excellence requires long-range planning and assistance to help teachers 
internalize'those behaviors and use them on a regular basis with integrity 
and artistry" (Hunter, 1989, p.68). 
The multiple intelligence lesson design as well as the Hunter 
lesson design are both implemented in hopes of helping_ studeq.ts find 
success in academic achievement. Although both models are very 
different, there are studies that suggest that both can be very 
effective. 
The two designs are similar in that they can be taught to any 
grade level, as well as in all subject areas (Hunter, 1989, La:zeer, 
1991). It 
Madeline Hunter's theory (Goldberg ,1990) behind her lesson 
design is: 
"All instruction is based on the premise that teachers are decision makers. 
Her purpose for the model is to tell teachers what to consider before deciding 
wh�t to do ... and as an end result, base their educational decisions on sound 
theory, not just their intuitive knowledge" (p.41 ). 
The theory behind the multiple intelligence lesson design is to 
implement the mod� I for three diverse purposes. First, "each 
intelligence can be taught in jts own right, such as teaching music, 
language or art, as a formal.discipline," (Lazeer, 1991, p. 165 ). 
Secondly, "the multiple intelligence model can be used as a means to 
gain knowledge in areas beyond themselves, such as using body 
15 
A Comparison of the Hunter Lesson Desigq and the Multiple 
TnteJJigi;nce Design · 
movements to learn vocabulary words or music to teach math", 
(Lazeer, 1991, p. 165). For the purpose of this.study we focused on 
�his previous lesson type for learni:p.g vocabulary-words and 
definitions involving the multiple. intelligences. The final purpose of 
this design addresses "lesspns that deal with meta-intelligence 
processes. Students are learning about their own intelligences, how to 
access them, to train and define them, and to actively use them in 
learning and everyday life" (Lazeer, 199 1, p. 166). 
The multiple intelligence model has four stages, which all must 
be implemented in sequence during a lesson. All four stages must be 
integrated into every lesson to ensure a more positive learning 
outcome (Lazeer, 199 1). 
The Hunter model has seven parts, but according to Madeline 
Hunter, ( 1989), it is not necessary to use every part of the design in 
every lesson, nor to follow the steps in sequenced order. 
There are parts of each lesson that are quite similar . The first 
stage of each model serves the same purpose of turning the brain onto 
learning while, tuning out other thoughts and daydreams. Both the 
"Awakening stage," (M.I. model), and the "Anticipatory set," (Hunter 
model), help to focus student attention at the beginning of a lesson 
(Lazeer, 199 1, Berg and Clough, 199 1). 
Stage three of the multiple intelligence model, "teaching for/and with 
the intelligence" is very similar to the "input" stage of the Hunter 
design in that both models provide the students with academic 
information which is necessary for learning to take place. In the 
multiple intelligence lesson design the goal of stage IV, "transfer of 
intelligence" is for the intelligence to become a regular part of our 
"cognitive, affective and sensory lives," students internalize what they 
have just learned (Lazeer, 199 1, p.xviii). "Closure," the last stage of 
the Hunter design allows for the student to internalize what they have 
just learned before moving along to another academic area of study. 
16 
All lesson designs have one common goal, to promote student 
learning in a successful manner. A -teacher is a professional, and how 
a teacher goes about accomplishing this goal is up to one's  own 
discretion. According to Hunter: ( 1 989) 
"Teachirrg·is artistic, teachers are free t� design and teach beautiful lessons 
which po not look at all the sam� but imlpoy many similar principles of effective 
te�ching to yield lasting learning" (p. 18). 
17 
Chapter ill 
The prjmary purpose of �is study was to compare two lesson 
designs .in qrder to determine if one is a more successful tool in 
teaching vocabulary words and definitions. 
There will be no statistically significant difference in the test scores of the groups 
which were taught vocabulary words and definitions with the Hunter lesson design and the 
Multiple Intelligences model. 
The subjects in this study were 17 students in a second· grade 
Qlassro�m. The class pf students we(e randomly split into two groups. 
The subjects selected attended a public school in Western New York 
State. 
Lesson designs' as well as vocabulary tests were created by the 
researcher (see Appendix). 
During the study both groups A and B were taught the same 
vocabulary words and definitions simultaneously by one of their 
second grade team teachers. Group A was taught the first three 
lessons with the Multiple Intelligence model. Group B was taught the 
same vocabulary words and definitions using the Hunter lesson design 
for the first three units of study. After each lesson both groups' 
abilities were measured by the exact same matching test, which was 
designed for this study. When the first three units were complete the 
students were retested with a cumulative random sample of 
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The Research Design 
Purpose 
Null fupothesis 
Subjects. 
Materials 
Procedures 
vocabulary words and definitions. The purpose for this test was to see 
which group better retained the new vocabulary words during the first 
three units of study. 
After the first three vocabulary units were complete, the groups 
then switched lesson designs. The groups were switched to ensure 
that all students had an equal opportunity to learn from both models. 
Group· A was taught the last three vocabulary units using the Hunter 
model while group B· was taught the final three units of study with the 
Multiple Intelligence model. Once again both groups were assessed 
with the exact same matching tests. 
After tl:te completion of all six stories and lessons, both groups 
were retested with a cumulative random sample of vocabulary words 
and definitions. The purpose for the final test was to measure which 
group better retained the information learned during 'the final three 
units of study (see Appendix). The teacher/researcher investigated 
which lesson design produced the greatest student success. 
The teacher/researcher design'ed· all of the six multiple 
intelligence lesson designs, and Hunter designs for each of the two 
groups. The vocabulary words and definitions used for this test were 
derived from ,the Second grade Houghton Mifflin Reading Series;; 
Each group was taught the vocabulary words prior to actually reading 
a story, in·order to enhance their pre-reading skills. The focus of each 
lesson was to introduce the students to new words which they may 
have never heard of, or might have difficulty ,pronouncing. The two 
groups· then had practice learning� the· words and definitions through 
different methodologies, due t6 the diversity' in each of the models 
(see Appendix). ,. 
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Chapter IV 
The primary purpose of this study was to compare two lesson 
designs to determine if one is a more successful tool in teaching new 
vocabulary words and definitions. 
The following research questions were investigated: 
( 1) Is there a statistically significant difference between the mean 
post-test scores of the students who were taught vocabulary 
definitions using the Hunter lesson design, and students who were 
taught vocabulary definitions using the multiple intelligence model, 
created by David Lazeer. 
(2) Which lesson design will produce greater student success for 
retention of the already learned vocabulary words. 
Results of test # 1 
The first test investigated which lesson design allowed for higher 
student success while learning new vocabulary words and definitions. 
The total mean score for the multiple intelligence lesson design was 
97.2. The total mean score for the Hunter lesson design was 94.5. 
The paired two sample t-test measure was used to find a statistical 
significant difference between the two approaches. A t-test value of 
+/- 2.14 declares a significant difference between the two variables, 
and would suggest additional statistical analysis. The obtained 1-test 
value for these two variables was -0.92. This indicates there was no 
statistical significant difference between the results of the two 
different lesson designs used for teaching new vocabulary words and 
definitions. 
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Analysis of the Data 
Purpose 
Research Questions 
Table 1 
Multiple Intelligence 14  97.2 
Hunter 14  94.5 .772 
1-criticaJ = +!- 2 . 14 
2 1  
The paired two sample t-test between the mean raw scores of the 
students taught vocabulary words with the Multiple intelligence 
lesson design, and-those taught with the Hunter lesson design, 
_________ ___,edf:...........;; ____ ... m ..... e""--'a .... n,_ _ _____,t-obtained 
Results of test #2 
The secohd test investigated which lesson de�jgn allo�d for 
higher stqdent �uccess while learning new vocabulary WQrd� and 
defmitiohs. The tgtal mean score for the multiple intelligence l�sson 
design wa.s.lOO.O. The total mean score for the Hunter lesson de�ign 
was 100.0� The. paired two saJilple 1-test measure was used to find a 
statisti�al significant difference between the two approaches. A 1-test 
value of+/- 2.13 declares a �ignifi<;ant difference between the two 
variables, and would suggest additippal statistical analysis. The 
obtained t-test value for these two variables was 0 .  This ittdicates 
there was no significant difference between the r�sults of the two 
differept lesson designs used for t�aching new vocabulWY words and 
d�finitions. 
Table 2 
Multiple Intelligence 15 100.0 
Hunter 1 5  100.0 0 
t-critical = +/- 2. 1 3  
22 
The pain:d two sa.1mu: ords With the Multiple inte ~ 
wdents taught vocabulary wh . th the Hunter lesson design. s · d those taugt wi 
mean raw scores of the I Mesi hetween·the. · · II" en1a: 
lesson design, an · 
mean t-obtained 
Results of Test #3 
The third test investigated which lesson design allowed for higher 
student success while learning new vocabulary words and definitions. 
The total mean score for the multiple intelligence lesson design Was 
78.18. The total mean score for the Hunter lesson design was 84.09. 
The paired two sample t-test measure was used to find a statistical 
significant 'difference between the two approaches. A t-test value of 
+/- 2. 1 3  declares a significant difference between the two variables, 
and would suggest additional statistical analysis. The obtained t-test 
value for these two variables was - .557. This indicates there was no 
statistical significant-difference between the results of the two 
different lesson designs used for teaching new vocabulary words and 
definitions. 
Table 3 
Multiple Intelligence 1 5  78. 1 8  
Hunter 1 5  84.09 -.557 
t-critical = +/- 2. 1 3  
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The paired two sample t-test between the mean raw scores of the 
students taught vocabulary words with the Multiple intelligence 
lesson design, and those taught with the Hunter les'son design. 
_________ ___.,cdf,___ _____ m_e_a_n ___ -----et-obtained 
Results of Test #4 
Test number four was a cqmulative, random selec.tiqn of 1 1  
vocabulary word& learned throughout the ijrst three units of study. 
The purpose for this final test was to deterrp.ine which lesson design 
helped stuqents better ret�in the new vocabulary words and 
definitions over an extended period of time. The total mean score for 
the multiple in�elligence lesson design was 97 .2. The total mean 
score for the Hunter l�sson design was 94.5 . Tht:? paired two sample 
1-test measure was used to finq a statistical significant difference 
between the tWo approaches. A 1-test value of +I� 2.14-r declares a 
significant difference b�tween the two yariables, and would suggest 
additional statistical analysis. The obtained 1-test. value for these two 
variables was . 772. This indicates there was no statistical significant 
difference between the results of the two different lesson designs used 
for .teaching new vocabulary words and definitions. 
Table 4 
Multiple Intelligence 14  97 .2 
Hunter 14  94.5 .772 
1-critical = +/- 2. 14  
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Ihe paired two sampleJ:test between the mean raw -scores of the 
students taught vocabulary words with the Multiple intelligence 
lesson design, and those taught with the Hunter lesson design. 
__________ .df'-------~-m.....,e ..... a ..... n ...______ t-obtained 
Resuits of Test #5 
The fifth test investigated which lesson design allowed for higher 
student success while learning new vocabulary words and definitions. 
The total mean score for the multiple intelligence lessoh design was 
96.6. The total mean score for the Hunter lesson design was 96.2. 
The paired two sample t-test measure was used to find a statistical 
significant difference between the two approaches. A t-test value of 
+/- 2.17 declares a significant difference between the two variables, 
arid would suggest additional statistical analysis. The obtained t-test 
value for these two variables was .079. Tliis indicates there was no 
statistical significant difference between the results of the two 
different lesson designs used for teaching new vocabulary words and 
definitions. 
Table 5 
Multiple Intelligence 12 96 .6 
Hunter 12 96.2 .079 
t-critical = +/- 2.17 
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s of the the mean raw scor~ n, ired lWo satnp)e 1-Tesl bclWee.::n Tlie Muliiple i 
me pa O I words w1 d gn, 
;rudems taught voc<Lu ary ht with tie Huller ics;es1 d · and those taug lesson esign, 
df _____ _ mean t-obtained 
Results of Test #6 
The sixth test investigated which lesson design allowed for higher 
student success while learning new vocabulary words and definitions. 
The total mean score for the multiple intelligence lesson design was 
100.0. The total n1ean'score for the Hunter lesson design was' 9 1 .25 . 
The paired two sample t..:test measure was used to find a statistical 
significant difference between 'the two approaches. A t-test value of 
+/- 2. 1 6  declares a significant difference between the two variables, 
and would suggest additional statistical analysis. The obtained 1-test 
value for these two variables was 1 .40. This indicates there was no 
statistical significant difference between the results of the two 
different lesson designs used for teaching new vocabulary words and 
defmitions. 
Table 6 
Multiple Intelligence 13 100.0 
Hunter 13  9 1 .2 1 .40 
1-critical = +/- 2 . 16  
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The paired two sample t-test between the mean raw scores of the 
students taught vocabulary words with the Multiple intelligence 
iesson design, and those taught with the Hunter lesson design. 
__________ df"-. ____ .. m_.....ea_n _______ t-obtained 
Results of test #7 
The seventhtest investigated which lesson design allQw�d for 
higher student success :while learning new vocabulary words and 
defmitions. The total mean score for the multiple intelligence lesson 
design· was 9.8 .8 .  The total mean score for the Hunter lesson design 
was 95 .5. The paired two sample t-test measure was used to find a 
statistical significant diff�rence between .the two approaches. A 1-test 
value of+/- 2. 11 declares a significant difference between the two 
variables, and would suggest additional statistical analysis. The 
obtained t-test value for these two variables was 1 .25\ This indicates 
there was no statistical significant difference between the results of 
the two different lesson designs used for teaching new vocabulary 
words and defmitions. 
Table 7 
' 
Multiple Intelligence 1 6  98.8 
Hunter 1 6  95 .5 1 .25 
t-critical = +/- 2. 1 1  
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The paired two sample t-test between the mean raw scores of the 
students taught vocabulary words with the Multiple intelligence 
lesson design, and those taught with the Hun~r lesson design. 
__________ .df;..__ ___ .m~e~an ____ .t-obtained_ 
Results of Test #8 
Test number ei�t was a cumulative, random selection of 1 1  
vocabulary words learned throughout the final three units of stUdy. 
The purpose for'th'is final test was to determine which! lesson design 
helped students better retain-tJie· new 'vocabulary words and 
definitions over an extended period of time. The total mean score for 
the multiple intelligence lesson design was -100.0. The total mean 
score' for the Hunter lesson 'design was ' 97. 7. The paired two sample 
t-test measure was used to fil)d a statistical significant difference 
between the two approaches. A t-test value of +/- 2 . 1 3  declares a 
significant difference between the two variables, and would suggest 
additional statistical analysis. The obtained t-tes't value for these 'two 
variables was 1 .23 . This indicates there was no statistical significant 
difference between the results of the two different lesson designs used 
for teaching new vocabulary words and definitions. 
Table 8 
Multiple Intelligence 1 5  1 00 
Hunter 1 5  97.7 1 .23 
1-critical = +/- 2. 1 3  
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The paired two sample t-test between the mean raw scores of the 
students taught vocabulacy: words with the Multiple intelligence 
lesson design, and those taught with the Hunter lesson design. 
__________ df,.___ ____ ,,_m ....... e=--a="'n= ___ t-obtained 
The statistical analysis shows there was no statistically 
significant difference between the test ,results taught by the Hunter 
lesson design and the Multiple Intelligence lesson design which w�re 
used for teaching new vocabulary words. 
The statistical analysis shows there was no statistically 
signifipant difference between the test results taught by the Hunter 
les,son design and the Multiple Intelli�ence lesson design when testing 
for retention of the new vocabulary words. 
The study investigated the use of two different teaching models 
in hopes of finding one which is a more successful tool for teaching 
vocabulary wprds. 
The analysis failed to reject the null hypothesis. 
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Sull},roary 
ChapterV 
Thel primary purpose of this study was to compare two lesson 
designs in order to determine if one is a more successful tool in 
teaching vocabulary words and definitions. 
The statistjcal analysis shows\ there was no statistically 
significant difference between the test results taught by the Hunter 
lesson .design and the Multiple Intelligence lesson design which were 
used for teaching. new vocabulary words. 
The statistical analysis shows there was no statistically 
significant difference between the test results taught .oy the Hunter 
lesson design and the Multiple Intelligence lesson design when testing 
for retention of the new vocabulary words. 
Data worth noting include the total mean scores of the two 
instructional approaches. The students taught with the Multiple 
Intelligence model received a total mean score of95 .13. Students 
taught with the Hunter model received a total mean score of93.6. 
The standard deviation for the group taught with the Multiple 
Intelligence model was 6.96. The standard deviation for the group 
taught with the H4nter model was 4.61 (see Appendix). 
In six out .of the seven tests given, students taught with the 
Multiple Intelligence model received an equal or higher average score 
than those taught with the Hunter model. Students taught with the 
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Cilllcl!!sions and Implications. 
Purpose 
Conclusions 
Multiple Intelligenc� Model also performt(d bett((r prqducing an 
overall higher average scor� in the area of retention th�n those taught 
with jhe Hunter- model. When tested for retention of the newly 
learned vocabulary words� after the first three units, smde.p.t� taught 
with the Multiple Intelligence model received a mean te&t score of 
97 .2. Stpdents who were taught with the Hunter model received a 
mean score 94. 
The, final test for retention, which wq.s given after Jhe last three 
units of study, showed that.students taught,�ith the Multiple 
Intelligence model received an average score of 1 00. Students taught 
w:ith the Hunter model received a mean score of.97. 7. Both av�rages 
being quite high prove bQth designs are equally effective, though the 
!Vlultiple Intelligence ,model proved to be somewhat 'higher. 
It was interesting to note which students performed better when 
taught with each model.  Readers with weak co:rppFehension skills 
performed bette�; when taught with the -Multiple Intelligence l�sson 
design. One student in. particular, student 1 5, receiye,d an, average 
score of 1 00 when taught with Multiple Intelligence design. Her 
average scor� when taught with the Hunter lesson design was 7 5. In 
this case, the Multiple Intelligence model provided more active 
student participation. During these lessons the students were 
drawing, singing, and role playing while learning the new words. The 
weaker readers internalized the new vocabulary words better 
throughout this method. 
Students who read with fluency and strong comprehension skills 
performed with equal success for each lesson design. Six students 
received an average score of 100 for both the Multiple Intelligence 
Model as well as the Hunter model. This proves that both lesson 
designs are equally effective for stronger readers. 
3 1  
Student 1 was classified with Attention Deficit Disorder, and 
was also unmedicated at the time of this study. This student 
performed 'better when taught with the Hunter model. He received a 
mean score of 84 when taught with the-Multiple Intelligence model. 
This student received a mean score of I 00 when taught with the 
Hunter model. 
The Hunter model provided student 1 with the structure he 
needed in order to perform successfully. When taught with the 
Multiple Intelligence model this ·srudent was easily distracted and 
interrupted the learning process for both other students, as well as the 
instructor. Student 1 also exhibited more negative behaviors while 
taught with the Multiple Intelligence model. 'Throughout the testing 
process, each Multiple Intelligence lesson was more time consuming 
when· compared ·to the Hunter designs. Most students were able to 
remain focused for the fengthy period of time due to the active 
participation involved. 'During test #2, student 1 was completely off 
task. During the assessment segment of the lesson he claimed, "I just 
can't sit here any longer to finish." Therefore accoraing to this study, 
a student with behavioral concerns, or a student with ADHD performs 
better with the structured design of the Hunter model. 
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Teaching: students in a small group environment is a positive 
way to enhance learning. Throughout this study the instructprs were 
fortunate to work with eight or nine children in each group. This way 
the instructor was in tune with how well each student was learning on 
a daily basis.  By looking at the mean scores for each individual 
student, a teacher could identify which lesson design worked better 
for that particular student. A teacher could make note of the areas 
where he or she has strengths, and weaknesses, and work to enhance 
both of those areas. For example, a teacher who is looking to provide 
enrichment activities for student 15, could look at the scores and find 
out the best possible way to better meet the student' s  needs. After 
examining her test scores for each lesson, a teacher could prove that 
this student has strong artistic talents with drawing. This child would 
benefit from using symbols or pictures to help her internalize new 
information being taught in all other subject areas as well. 
It is my hope that all teachers work with a lesson design that 
benefits both the students in the classroom, and in tum is a design that 
he or she is comfortable using. As a result of this study I have found 
that an educator needs to be flexible and willing to try new, diverse 
ways of teaching throughout his or her career. There are times when 
students would greatly benefit by being taught with the Hunter lesson 
design, as well as other opportunities when students will benefit by 
being taught through the Multiple Intelligence technique. That 
decision lies within the teachers own discretion. 
Both of these designs help to keep the teacher on task as well as 
the students. It is helpful to know ahead of time what goal you hope 
your students will accomplish, as well as what steps to take to ensure 
that your students will achieve this goal. 
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Classroom Implications 
Teachers are life-long learners who are always searching for 
better ways to meet all ofthe needs of ch}ldren in his or her 
classroom. Both the Hunter design, and the Multiple Intelligence 
lesson design helped to achieve student success in a second grade 
classroom, as proven by this study. 
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1 .  A dditiona l r esean; h  is suggested in a lon gitudinal study to show 
comp ar is on s of teachin g using the two differ ent in str uction al 
appr oaches over an ex ten ded p er iod of time. In a follow up study it 
might be mor e  advanta geous to use a lar ger student samp le. 
2. Studies measur in g affective behavior s  would be ben eficial in a 
fol ow up study as well. 
3 .  A dditional r esear ch might b e  b en eficial in investigatin g  the 
corr� lation of affec tivy measur es in con trast to str engths an d 
weakn ess� s in the multip le in tel ligen ces. · 
4. A q uestionn air e  could be ad min ister ed to teacher s  about their 
pr efer ence of lesson designs which they use in th e  classr oom. 
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Appendix A 
What is big,, and tall and has squares all over? A building. What is a 
riddJe? A riddie is a way of describing something to another person 
by giving them clues. 
Today we're going to practice solving riddles vocabulary about words 
from the story that we will be reading tomorrow. 
The learner will be able to recall the definition of each vocabulary 
word by solving the riddle which describes each word. 
I will explain what to do when you solve a riddle. I will explain all of 
the steps involved. 
I will go through the process of solving a riddle, by modeling steps 
involved in the thinking process in order to read the clues carefully, 
then come up with a solution to the riddle. 
Students will try solving one of the riddles and checking with me 
when they have an answer. 
With a partner, students will solve two of the riddles, (vocabulary 
words). Next the students will share their riddles with the rest of the 
groups. 
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Hunter Lesson Design Sample 
Anticipatozy._Set 
Purpose: 
Objective: 
Input: 
Modeling: 
Checking for Understanding: 
Guided Practice: 
PicK which riddle you thought was the hardest to figure out? Think of 
some better clues so that you will always remember the riddle. 
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Appendix A (cootinued) 
Closure.: 
Appendix B 
learner will be able to communicate 
vocabulary words and definitions through diagrams and/or pictures. 
I will show pictures of a beach. I will ask the students to imagine they 
are taking a journey, (through guided imagery), to the ocean. 
We will share what we see, hear, and smell. 
We will practice drawing our feelings. We will make a picture of our 
faces when we are at an amusement park, when we lost our dog, or 
when we got stung \)y a bee. (We are expressing three_different 
emotions through pictures). 
I will help the stl!.<Jents .r�ad all of the vocabulary words. Each student 
will pick two vocabulary words. Next, each student will draw a 
picture of what that word means, and share their work with the class. 
Share with the class which definition was the most fun to draw, and 
why. 
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Multiple Intelligence Lesson Design Sample 
Visual/Spacial Intelligence 
Lesson Objective: The 
Step I Awakening the intelligence: 
Step 2 Amplifying the Intelligence: 
Step 3 Teaching the intelligence: 
Step 4 Transfer of the InteHigence: 
Name 
i)!  
--tEs'f 5 A M PL £ 
2 . 
3 .  
A b u i l d i ng where doc t o r s  and nur s e s  
t a k �  c a r e . o f  s i ck peop l e . 
� 7-e-::
t
:::�e a i r  through your n o s e  
a n d  mouth , wh i l e j er k i ng your 
n ( . 7e,::e a d  qui ck l y . 
4 � To know or remember s ometh i ng 
t h a t  you s aw or d i d  f rom the 
v·\ [ ,  
s .  (\ ( t h a t  p l ay s  mu s i c  f rom -e__ , \ � 1-: record . 
6 .  \ ·n T h e  l arge s t  f o u r - footed a n i ma l , 
7 
wi th a l o n g  trunk . 
A s quare o r  round bui l ding t h a t  
0 u ' '., p ·. rc h e s  h i gh i n t o  the s.ky . 
8 .  c:J p l a c e  on your body where 
your neck and h e a d  r e s t s . 
To p l a c e  a c o l l e c t i o n  o f  obj e c t s  
o n e  qn t o p  o f  t h e  o ther . 
1 0 .  � (1\� f\-f � £af\ where peop l e  pay money 
t o  p l a y game s and go o n  r i de s . 
Append C 
fJ f q Q Of q~Q!2X;ative, your father's 
sn :'(. · 
:r 
P r0 ·p~st. 1 U ~ (J tJJ ,.i \ ~ ~ 'machine 
V 
~e ·~·\fJ 
. to \V~ r 
Sh '-J ~e 
9. e ( (, '-a u P 
p 
Refes+ Sa.m� le  
To wan t  very much to l e a r n  or know 
s ometh i ng . 
2 .  th i s  i s  round and f l at , and 
3 .  
people try very hard to win one • 
. Some thing that open s u p  l i ke an 
umbr e l l a  and is u s ed for dropp i ng 
down s lowly f rom the sky . 
4 .  s To g e t  away from danger . 
o f f  from . 
A bu i l d ing wher e  spec i a l  things are 
d i s p l ayed , l i ke p i c tures , p a i n t i ngs , 
and s c u l pture s . 
tha t  i s  very b i g  or huge . 
9 When s omeone i s  bad and does some t h i ng 
he or she i s  not suppo s e d  to do . 
What baby p i gs m i ght do wh en they 
a r e  hungry • 
.I 
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WORD BOX 
--------- ---------------
p~te,~A>t ~t;e., •&I~ht, sg: Z tng, curious, r i&J!&(y, 
IA 7 l , hmftl .:ffllt. 
, . C v\ r 1' 0 u .S 
___..V'Cl~t:'.~~~c;t_~(~U.sually 
.~arc ~ute 
e c.C\12c 
s. ( 11 rt //IC b I t19 Sr:tcrhe place where a space ship takes 
Appendix E 
97.2 
100 
78. 1 8  
97.2 
96.6 
100 
98.8 
Standard Deviation: 
6.963 1 1 374 
94.5 
100 
84.09 
94.5  
96.2 
9 1 .25 
95.5 
Standard Deviation: 
4.6 1072972 
Standard Deviations 
M.I. Mean scores Hunter Mean scores 
